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Introduction
In previous reports[3, 41, the concept of solidfitting has been proposed to present a new indirect approach to volume visualization [ lo] . Solid fitting relies on a simple, but powerful geometric data model, termed interval volume, that allows one to represent a three-dimensional(3D) subvolume for which the associated scalar values lie within a specified closed interval. Geometric modeling of field interval-based volumetric regions of interest(ROIs) has recently begun to attract much attention from visualization researchers. For instance, Udupa proposes a cuberille model, called shell, for the compact representation and fast manipulation of regular volumetric data sets containing fuzzy boundaries between adjacent material [23] . Guo presents interval sets with the aim of unifying sutfuce fitting(SF) and direct volume rendering(DVR) approaches [8] . Crawfis exploits the concept of data space slicing in the context of realtime interaction with volumetric objects in a virtual environment [2] .
Interval volume can be viewed as a more effective tool for exploring volumetric ROIs, compared with the traditional SF approach, which uses isosurfaces with specified field values. Consider, for example, a 64 x 64 x 64 theoretical volume data set for the 3D electron density distribution around an Ha molecule [26] . As clearly seen from Fig. 1 , introducing the interval-based specification of ROIs leads to not only the producibility of more intuitive and informative images through boundary surface transparency and orthogonal slicing, but also the computability of quantities such as the surface area, total volume, and field average over the ROIs. DVR algorithms can generate a semitransparent image of the entire volumetric data set for one to peer inside to, without the aid of intermediate geometrical representations. However, DVR algorithms are inherently computationally-expensive, in spite of many efforts to reduce calculation time by algorithmic optimization, usage of parallel computation, and development of special hardware architectures. On the other hand, for the case of a spatiallycoherent data set just as in Fig. 1 , the solid representation of volumetric ROIs is more spatially-efficient than the original lattice structure, hence promising economical data storage and transmission. As in the SF approach, well-tuned surface rendering software and graphics engines can also be utilized for interactive display and manipulation of interval volumes. inherent to natural objects, or error due to measurement, mathematical modeling or numerical computation is frequently expected to exist in a target volumetric data set. If these error sources are not fully taken into account, extracted isosurfaces may convey little meaningful information for exploratory purposes. Thus, geometric structures to be extracted from practical volumetric data sets are required to tolerate some variation in field values. For instance, consider an analytical volumetric function defined by:
ndeed, this function is a 3D version of Folium of Descartes, whose implicit surface defined by the equation f(z, y, Z) = 127.5 = (2' -1)/2 has the origin of the volume as its singular point. Fig. 2(a) shows five isosurfaces extracted from the volume. Notice that due to digitization error, the third isosurface whose field value is 127.5 splits into two parts, and does not pass the center(origin) of the volume. This may give a misleading interpretation about the topological feature of the volumetric function. On the other hand, Fig. 2(b) shows that interval volume, having a very thin interval around 127.5, retains the correct topology of the target isosurface, from which the existence of the singular point can be easily imagined. This suggests another attractive use of interval volume as a generalized isosurface. This paper combines the latest results obtained through the course of the solid fitting project [6, 5, 22, 201 . After reviewing the fundamentals of solid fitting in the next section, Section 3 discusses improvements to the original solid fitting algorithm so as to extract a high-resolution, polyhedral solid data structure of interval volume in a topologicallyconsistent manner [22] . Also, the octree-based acceleration mechanism[4] incorporated into the algorithm is analyzed further with a complex, time-evolving, volumetric data set [6] . Section 4 is devoted to the presentation of several representative operations related to interval volume, including focusing and measurement-coupled visualization [4] . In addition, a candidate for the volumetric coherence measure is introduced for adaptive interval volume extraction and its application to multi-scalar visualization. Lastly, Section 5 summarized the paper with some remarks on a hybrid volume exploration environment, in which solid fitting plays various roles.
Fundamentals of Interval Volume

Interval volume definition
Consider that a continuous source volume space V E (S, f) is discretized and quantized into a regular voxel data set Vo', where S denotes a rectangular 3D region in R3, and f denotes a scalar field function(field hereafter), which maps S into a finite closed interval [fmin, fmaz](c R). In the remainder of this paper, the term voxel is defined as a sample point which is located at a grid coordinate, and has a single value for associated field f. Eight adjacent voxels constitute an axis-aligned rectangular prism, called a cube (Fig. 3) . Note that the total number of cubes, N, is given by:
certain geometric structures at the subcube level[ 111. Under the trilinear field assumption, IV0 can become a polyhedral solid, which is represented by a set of directed polygonal patches, retaining the original field values at voxels located inside the IVo. The polygonal information can be managed systematically using a simple vertex-based boundary representation[ 121.
Since interval volume is a subvolume, it does not suffer from the SF constraint that ROIs are limited to lie on 3D surfaces. Therefore, interval volume IV(a, /3) has different interpretations according to how its interval [(Y, /3] is specified. For more detailed discussions, see [3, 41, which describe a useful application of interval volume having a thin interval to visualization of a 3D Gaussian field containing a virtual noise assumed to arise during the phase of volumetric data acquisition.
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Solid fitting with interval volume
Unless explicitly noted, the trilinear interpolation scheme is used to reconstruct a field value f(p) at an arbitrary point p E S from the field values at the vertex voxels of the cube to which p belongs.
PI, ny, Interval volume IV(a, p) is defined as a subset of the given volume space V such that for any p E S, the field value f(p) belongs to a single finite closed interval [a, p] . Specifically,
IV(%P) = {(P,f(P))lP E S,a 5 f(P) 5 P>
The main aim here is to extract from the source volume data set VD, a high-resolution, discrete interval volume IVD. Here, the word "high-resolution" means that IV0 retains ' The results shown below can be extended to srrucrured(cun?ilineur) data sets in a straight-forward manner. Recently, further extension to the unsrrucrured case has been achieved by the invention of an interval volume tetrahedrization algorithm [ 151. In order to extract an interval volume IVD ((Y, p) from a source volume VD, the Marching Cubes(MC) isosurfacing algorithm[ 111 is extended[3, 41. The extended MC algorithm is designed so as to determine a proper polyhedral block pattern for each cube containing a target interval volume. The actual approach taken in this paper is to perform a set operation on two special kinds of interval volumes in a cubewise manner.
The algorithm can be summarized with the following two primary steps:
for each cube i, stepl: Refer to the modified look-up table to generate polyhedral block regions a-cube C~Ow(c-y) and P-cube Cj$gh(/3), representing IVD(Q,~~~~) and IVo(fmin.,P), rwectively.
step2: Evaluate the intersection of these blocks to yield IVD(~, , f3) in each cube, and take the union of them over the entire volume: i=l where N denotes the total number of cubes(Eq.
(1)).
The number of polyhedral block pattern entries for both special kinds of cubes is clearly the same as that of polygonal patch pattern entries used in the original MC algorithm. Therefore, the temporal complexity of the MC-based solid fitting algorithm is expected to be on the same order O(N) as that of the original MC algorithm.
For brevity, a two-dimensional(2D) example 2 is first used to describe how to construct polyhedral blocks for interval volume within a single cube. Consider the case that IVo (25, 28) is to be extracted from the cube shown in Fig. 4 . Note that the number beside each voxel represents its associated field value. The intermediate-value theorem guarantees that two points with field values 25 and 28 appear on the bottom and right edges. Clearly, o-cube corresponds to the lower-right triangle region, while P-cube to the upper-left trapezoid. The intersection of these regions turns out to be the hatched quadrilateral, which is equivalent to the target IV0 (25,28) block. The quadrilateral has parts of two cubes' boundaries as its sides, as depicted with solid line segments.
. : voxel It should be noted here that an analysis of the nature of the trilinear interpolation scheme reveals that, whenever a cube has a face-connected neighbor, all patches on the shared boundary of the cubes can be omitted (Fig. 5 ). If such a boundary patch is not removed, the total number of patches becomes 0 ( I V) in the worst case. This offsets the benefit of relatively low spatial/temporal complexities in the indirect volume visualization. The topic of topological consistency of polyhedral blocks for interval volume in adjacent cubes will be discussed in Section 3.1. Lastly, Fig. 6 shows the complementary o-cubes and /?-cubes for fifteen, common, polyhedral block patterns [4] . These fifteen patterns correspond to those for isosurfaces used in the original MC algorithm[ 111. Note that for each pattern, the two complementary cases are required to be distinguished according to whether vertex field values are above (or below) either of the specified interval limit values.
O m m l b l e
Interval volume module
A module called i nt er val vol ume, executable on a widely used commercial visualization software called AVSS"[ 1, 131 has been developed. This module creates an interval volume of a given field interval specification. Fig. 7(a) shows a network editor's window, which displays the control panel of the latest version of the module on the left, a typical solid fitting network including the module in the middle workspace, and an output image window of the HIPIP testbed volumetric data set[ 161 on the right. Fig. 7(b) lists hierarchically all control pages and widgets appearing in the module control panel in Fig. 7(a) . As for the details on the fundamental operability of the control panel, and the dataflow mechanism of the solid fitting network, see [3] . Other new features of the i nt er val v ol ume module will be described in subsequent sections. 
Sophisticated Extraction of Interval Volume
Disambiguation
Ambiguous cube face
Topological consistency is crucial for geometric structures to be extracted from a given volumetric data set, because incorrect topological features might lead to a misunderstanding of the target data set.
As in the case of isosurfaces, erroneous connection of interval volume polyhedral blocks may occur when the common face of adjacent cubes is ambiguous. Ambiguity occurs when the two diagonal pairs of vertex voxels have field values of the same sign with respect to local target interval limit values, and the signs of the vertex pairs are different from each other. Under the trilinear field assumption, there are two possible patterns for the boundary patches of Qcube and P-cube (Fig. 8) .
A polyhedral block pattern for o-cube and P-cube depicted in Fig. 6 is called ambiguous if the corresponding cube has one or more ambiguous face. Cases 3,6,7, 10, 12, and 13 are such examples. Consider the examples shown in Fig. 9 , where for both cases 6 and 3, two possible polyhedral block patterns for o-cube are depicted. Note that 6B and 3B are the original patterns, and a rotation is needed to obtain 3B. Clearly, cr-cube in 6A(B) and a-cube in 3A(B) can be connected correctly in a topological sense, while con- 
Disambiguation schemes
Herein, the following four known auxiliary algorithms, which alleviate the topological ambiguities of isosurfaces extracted by the MC algorithm, are extended so as to connect polyhedral blocks for interval volume in adjacent cubes in a topologically-consistent manner. The common extension for disambiguating the connection of interval volume One of these disambiguation algorithms should be performed prior to the calculation of cubewise block intersection in Eq. (2.2). In the control page disambiguation of the interval volume module in Fig. 7(b) , one of the present disambiguation algorithms can be manually chosen according to the volumetric coherence of a given data set (see Section 4.3).
Experiments
First, a 4 x 4 x 4 volumetric data set representing the following two analytical volumetric functions (0 5 5, y, z 5 3) are used to verify to what degree the four algorithms select proper polyhedral block patterns for interval volume.
fl(Z,Y,Z) = 4(y-1)2+2(2-z)2-2(2+z-3)"+1 f2(2, y, z) = 4y + 4(z -z)" -5 Fig. 10 extracts IV~(25,30) ~ for each function using the present auxiliary algorithms. In both functions, topologically-consistent interval volumes are extracted as control cases using a recursive subdivision algorithm. It is seen from the figures that, as for fi, all four disambiguation algorithms and even the original solid fitting algorithm without any disambiguation yield the common and correct polyhedral blocks, but that, as for fa, only the two GCH algorithms do.
Based on the above results, the most computationallyexpensive QF algorithm is adopted herein as the reference disambiguation scheme for practical data sets, when the real field distribution is not available with any reconstruction scheme. Here, the HIPIP data set(64 x 64 x 64) shown in Fig. 7(a) is reused to empirically analyze the topological consistency vs. temporal complexity trade-offs among the present auxiliary algorithms. The platform used for the experiment is an SGI Onyx system (CPU: R4400 x 2, Clock: 1 OOMHz, RAM: 128MB, 2-way interleaved). Table 1 compares the performance of four disambiguated MC solid fitting algorithms to extract IVo(127.5, 130.0) from the HIPIP data set in terms of the topological correctness and extraction time. The topological correctness is measured by counting the number of cubes where each disambiguation algorithm selects the same polyhedral block patterns as QF. Since the population of ambiguous cubes in the data set is very low(O.O93%), there is little increase in overhead times to alleviate the topological ambiguity as the present auxiliary algorithms become more complex. As clearly seen from the table, however, the rate of correct block pattern selection is the lowest with the original MC with no disambiguation, and increases from FAV to QF.
Acceleration with BONO BONO definition and acceleration algorithm
Next, acceleration of the above-mentioned MC solid fitting algorithms is attempted using an existing hierarchical spatial index structure called Brunch-on-Need Octree(BON0) [27] .
BONO is a spatially-efficient octree for volumes whose resolutions are not of a power of two, and each node of which holds a min-max pair of field values of voxels in the corresponding subvolume. Fig. 11 shows a 2D example of 5 x 6 volume data and the corresponding BONO structure.
41n the data sets, the field values are normalized onto one byte unsigned integer (O-255) .
